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Abstract - Users’ experience in accessing websites can be personalized by processing web logs, using different Web Usage 
Mining (WUM) techniques. These web logs, if treated with such techniques and matched with semantic information of a 
website, can enrich the websites’ personal access for an individual user. Web logs could be used to identify frequent 
navigation patterns as well as re-structuring the website for rich navigation experience of a user. The systematic approach 
presented in this paper focuses on generating frequent patterns and combining with semantic information. The evaluation 
of generated web usage pattern quality is done with standard metrics. Experiment results confirm that more accurate 
results can be obtained using this approach.
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I.INTRODUCTION

The growth in the size of World Wide Web (WWW) has made it the commonplace for interest in the works related 
to web sites such as ecommerce and recommendation.  While tremendous research is taking place to enhance the 
benefits of using the sites for web applications, the researchers are keep focusing on more systematic approach to 
integrate different parameters of web services with web applications such as semantic information, ontology etc. The 
site’s success could be measured in terms of the ability to keep user navigating on site providing ongoing support 
with user’s personal interest or choice, without losing the main aim of navigation[1]. But the issue in achieving this 
is the size, architecture and complexity of web is unknown many times, which makes it difficult to reach towards 
relevant information on the site. This problem could be rectified by using Web Usage Mining techniques which 
extract the information of interest from analysis of usage data of a specific user. Server logs are the sources of these 
usage data.  The analyzed data obtained by WUM processing which includes capturing, processing and analyzing, is 
said to be more to a specific user oriented, and can be used for many applications such as web recommender 
systems, personalization, target advertising etc.

Semantic Web focuses on imparting the contents of websites understandable by humans as well as 
computers. To achieve this, the software agents are used to look out interested contents. Semantic information using 
ontology (like concept hierarchies or product catalog) has obtained more attention in representing Web pages and 
Web objects. The domain related knowledge can be used to develop ontological instances of a web site.

Web Mining techniques are used to find and predict the users’ interests and recommending them with 
proper navigation on a web site[4]. This can improve the personalization experience of a user. It focuses on 
analyzing standard navigation of a Web user or the skeleton of a website and/or the contents of that site. Huge 
amount of research has been carried out to improve the process of web customization using the web access patterns 
of a user. But many times the context of the web site is not considered while customizing the web pages. Hence in 
this paper, the combined approach of semantic information and frequent pattern generation using conventional 
WUM[2][3], is presented to obtain more mature and semantically rich navigation patterns.



II. LITERATURE STUDY

There are a variety of data mining techniques which could be used to model activities of Web user[4]. But the actual 
process of WUM can be further subdivided into following interdependent stages: data collection and preprocessing, 
pattern discovery and pattern analysis. In the process of preprocessing, the clickstream data is cleaned which is 
obtained from the server logs and is further categorized into group of user transactions which could be used to
identify activity of a specific user.

In pattern discovery, different statistical and database operations are performed. These operations try to 
bring out the behavior of users which reflects in discovered patterns. Techniques such as association and correlation 
analysis, navigation pattern analysis, cluster analysis are comprised into pattern discovery stage.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

In this approach, first step is to obtain web requests made by different users to a website. The server logs are used 
for this purpose. A web server collects this information and stores it into a web log, which can be used for further 
processing.  The following Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed work.

Figure 1. Block Diagram of Proposed System

A. Preprocessing  
This step involves cleaning of server logs. It mostly includes steps such as removing irrelevant data/references, and 
removing noisy data. This step focuses on extraction of navigation history of a user and its mapping to 
corresponding ontology class.

A.1 Pruning

In this step non-responded requests and requests made by software agents such as crawlers are removed.

A.2 Navigation History Extraction

Navigation history is the collection of web objects requests made by users in the session.  This step identifies 
individual users and their corresponding sessions and groups them accordingly with the link visits made by them. 
This information is useful in pattern generation and results evaluation.

A.3 Ontology Mapping

Ontology instances and web address requests captured in the log are mapped to fine tune the navigation 
recommendation. This ontology is built on the basis of the domain knowledge of the website such as site map.



B. Pattern Generation
This step incorporates sequential association rule mining, in which the frequent patterns are generated maintain the 
sequential association in the discovered items[6]. This pattern generation is carried out taking into consideration the 
minimum support threshold values.  Frequent access links are shown to the user as an output by using these 
generated patterns, stored in a database.

Following Figure 2 shows the schematic of frequent pattern extraction process.

Figure 2. Frequent Pattern Extraction Process 

III. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION

A. Web Logs
The large volume of data collected by webservers from a website is stored in the web logs.  As well with the log 
files, other data such as user profiles , contents, information type and structure can be used in Web Usage Mining. 
For this setup of experiment dataset is collected fromthe web logs of the website reachouthyderabad.com. This 
dataset is further processed and its structure is modified as the IP addresses are replaced by user ids for evaluation 
purpose. Figure -3 shows a typical snap of a dataset- Weblog. Typical structure of Weblog is found to be similar for 
most of the webservers.



Figure 3. Dataset- Web Usage Log

B. Ontology instances
Ontology, once when described can be mapped with the links in the website and can be maintained in the database. 
This procedure is critical and requires maximum attention in the development. Because skipping of any link can 
result into incorrect output. 

In the process of mapping ontology instances, the links are associated with numbers in order to use it in the 
recommendation phase easily[5][11]. The developed ontology instances are shown in the following figure.

Figure-4.a. Heads in the ontology

The following Figure-4 b shows the overall compilation of the links into the ontology, which can be referred to map 
the ontology instances to deeper details. More the depth of the ontology instances, more will be the accuracy of the 
mapping.



Figure 4. Lookup for Links in the ontology

C. Generated Frequent Patterns
Pruned and preprocessed log data is used as input to generate frequent patterns, as explained. The sequential patterns 
generated with respect to different users for a given threshold value. Following are the obtained results for generated 
frequent patterns.

Figure 5. Generated Frequent Patterns for different Support Threshold values



III. RESULTS EVALUATION

A. Evaluation Measures
Following evaluation metrics are used to evaluate the obtained results of pattern generation .  Rules are mapped back 
to the Webpage locations once the recommendation link set is obtained[10][14]. Then it is recommended to users. 
Statistical techniques- Tenfold cross validation is used to define the effectiveness in terms of coverage, precision, F1 
measure and R measure.

Precision & Coverage: The ratio of relevant recommendations to the number of all recommendations is 
known as precision.

The effectiveness of recommendation system is measured by calculating coverage, to incur more accuracy 
in the recommendation.

F-1 Measure: High precision and coverage is expectable and F1- measure is used to accomplish this. F-1
measure is calculated by,

The F1 measure gains its maximum value when both precision and coverage are maximized.

R-Measure: This measure is calculated by dividing the coverage by the size of recommendation set.

B. Results Analysis
The evaluation of the proposed system was carried out for different users with different support thresholds.  The 
Table-1 shows the result for the explained metrics. This obtained result shows the improvement in precision and 
coverage, F-1 measure and R-1 Measure.

Table 1. Result Evaluation Metrics for different users



IV. CONCLUSION

Web servers capture the website browsing actions and provide web logs. These logs could be used to generate 
frequent navigation pattern of a website. These frequent patterns provide valuable information which could be used 
for many applications such as website personalization, link recommendations etch. In conventional WUM process, 
the semantic information is not taken into consideration for carrying out data mining tasks. In the presented work, 
the impact of combining frequent patterns and semantic representation of the website is investigated, which shows 
the improvement in the quality of generated pattern, considerably as shown in the result analysis. From the work, it 
can be included that, deeper the semantic information more is the quality obtained in the pattern generation process.
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